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more than or more then what s the difference writing more than english meaning cambridge dictionary over vs more than everyday
use made easy yourdictionary when should you use over vs more than grammarly what is more than definition symbol examples
facts more than definition and meaning collins english dictionary more than definition meaning merriam webster more than or more
then what s the difference more then vs more than chegg writing then vs than what s the difference merriam webster 51
synonyms antonyms for more than thesaurus com more than definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com grammar more of a an
the something than something english can over mean more than merriam webster grammar is using than with to connect an
independent more than in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for more than more than 4 synonyms and antonyms cambridge
english equal less and greater than symbols math is fun how to use either and neither for more than two items more than 321
000 u s children lost a parent to drug



more than or more then what s the difference writing Apr 08 2024 more than is a phrasal preposition it can be used as a
substitute for over more then is either a misspelling or a clue that you need to revise your sentence you can remember to
always choose more than since it is spelled with an a like the word appropriate
more than english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 07 2024 add to word list very it s more than likely that there s oil here
under the ground i was more than a little i was very curious about the whole business formal we will be more than glad happy
willing to help you in any way we can smart vocabulary related words and phrases
over vs more than everyday use made easy yourdictionary Feb 06 2024 more than can describe amounts of anything it modifies
nouns including money liquid people objects or anything else that can be quantified for example uncle harry makes more than
150 000 at his new job i ve counted more than 15 squirrels in this park this car can travel more than 300 miles on one tank
of gas
when should you use over vs more than grammarly Jan 05 2024 when to use more than the phrase more than is a combination
of the adjective more meaning a greater or additional amount and the preposition than meaning in comparison with together they
mean an additional amount compared with something else the phrase more than often appears before a number or quantity
what is more than definition symbol examples facts Dec 04 2023 more than is represented by and more than or equal to is
represented by more than means that the variable or quantity has to have a value more than the given limit whereas more than
or equal to means that the variable or quantity has to be more or equal to the given limit
more than definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 03 2023 phrase if something is more than a particular thing it
has greater value or importance than this thing he s more than a coach he s a friend see full dictionary entry for more collins
cobuild advanced learner s dictionary
more than definition meaning merriam webster Oct 02 2023 the meaning of more than is to a great degree very extremely often in
a clause followed by another clause that gives more information or limits the more than clause in some way how to use more
than in a sentence
more than or more then what s the difference Sep 01 2023 more than is used when talking about a greater amount or number
for example i have more than five books it shows comparison on the other hand more then is often a mistake for more than
however if you ever see then used it relates to time like i went home and then i did my homework
more then vs more than chegg writing Jul 31 2023 more than is a phrasal preposition that means over and is used to compare
an amount that is greater than another more then is a common misspelling of more than how to choose the correct word if you
are having trouble choosing between more than and more then ask yourself the following questions
then vs than what s the difference merriam webster Jun 29 2023 to keep this pair of words straight focus on this basic
difference than is used when you re talking about comparisons then is used when you re talking about something relating to
time when to use than than for comparisons is the word to choose in phrases like smaller than bolder than and easier said than
done
51 synonyms antonyms for more than thesaurus com May 29 2023 view definitions for more than more than adverb as in
besides compare synonyms synonyms strong matches also as well in addition likewise too weak matches added to additionally
along with and all apart from as well as aside from beyond conjointly else exceeding exclusive of extra furthermore in
conjunction with
more than definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Apr 27 2023 definitions of more than adjective comparative of much
used with mass nouns a quantifier meaning greater in size or amount or extent or degree synonyms more much quantifier used
with mass nouns great in quantity or degree or extent see more pronunciation us m�r ��n uk m� ��n cite this entry style mla
more than
grammar more of a an the something than something english Mar 27 2023 more of a an the something than something ask
question asked 5 years 2 months ago modified 2 years 9 months ago viewed 11k times 2 i would like to know more about this
expression more of a an something than something as far as i know it s usually used when we refer to things that are preceded
by articles such as a and an
can over mean more than merriam webster Feb 23 2023 over for about in or concerning don t cry over spilt milk he rejoiced
over his acquittal over for more than a sum of over ten thousand dollars upward of ten thousand dollars is equally
objectionable over for on the policeman struck him over the head if the blow was over the head it did not hit him
grammar is using than with to connect an independent Jan 25 2023 one solution is to add the word more before concerned
subordinate clauses don t normally connect an independent clause to an dependent one rather the former are normally embedded
within some larger clause called the matrix clause
more than in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for more than Dec 24 2022 more than in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms
for more than synonyms similar meaning view all in excess of exceeding beyond over above surpassing exceed upwards of as well
as greater than more higher than more so other than added to above and beyond on top of apart from outstripping outweighing
sooner than faster than
more than 4 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Nov 22 2022 preposition these are words and phrases related to more
than click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of more than above synonyms above more
greater than exceeding synonyms for more than from random house roget s college thesaurus revised and updated edition 2000
random house inc browse
equal less and greater than symbols math is fun Oct 22 2022 equal greater or less than as well as the familiar equals sign
it is also very useful to show if something is not equal to greater than or less than these are the important signs to know
less than and greater than the less than sign and the greater than sign look like a v on its side don t they



how to use either and neither for more than two items Sep 20 2022 any any is the best way to replace either when multiple
choices are involved you don t have to list the specific choices when any is used instead it s an umbrella term that covers
every possible option without having to specify either requires specifics you have to say either a or b or c when using it
more than 321 000 u s children lost a parent to drug Aug 20 2022 the rate of children who experienced this loss more than
doubled during this period from approximately 27 to 63 children per 100 000 the highest number of affected children were
those with non hispanic white parents but communities of color and tribal communities were disproportionately affected
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